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Climate change is a growing health emergency – The Lancet 2015 



(July 3rd,2018)





The IPCC special report, prepared by 91 researchers from 40 
countries and based on more than 6,000 scientific resources, is 
clear: “Limiting global warming to 1.5ºC would require rapid, far-
reaching and unprecedented changes in all aspects of society.” 
Temperatures have already risen close to 1 C. 

The report warns we have about 12 years to act decisively if we 
are to avoid a dramatic increase in impacts we’re already 
experiencing: extreme weather events, droughts, floods, rising 
sea levels, diminishing polar ice and subsequent feedback loops 
that accelerate warming, and ecosystem collapse among them.



• all of our food sources are the cause of one third of the world’s 
greenhouse gas emissions.

• changing your diet is more eco-friendly for the planet than driving a 
hybrid, or switching from incandescent light bulb to a fluorescent one.

Did you know?





Carbon Footprint of Various Foods 

veau / veal

bœuf / beef

volaille / poultry

porc / porc

agneau de lait / sucking lamb

agneau à l’herbe / lamb

poisson / fish

poisson tropical / tropical fish

crevette / prawn

blé / wheat

farine / flour

lait / milk

fromage pâte cuite / cooked cheese

fromage pâte crue / soft cheese

yaourt / yoghurt

beurre / butter

œuf / egg

alcool / alcohol
sucre / sugar

source : ADEME

Meats

Grains/Veg

Dairy 

Fish



86 grams CO2eChili or Lentil/Bean Soups



Vegetable Omelet 783 grams CO2e



Garden Salad & Beef Tenderloin 8,042 grams CO2e



Climate Change Diet

• Buy fresh, locally-produced organic foods… 
• Eat fewer processed foods… 
• Reduce the amount of meat and animal and dairy products we 

eat…  
• Eat foods lower down the food chain – grains, fruits and 

vegetables that are cheaper to grow, use less energy and less 
land space…  

• Buy foods in season… 
• Waste less food…

*“Health Professionals Taking Action on Climate Change”,  
BMJ  2008;336:733-734 (5 April), oi:10.1136/bmj.39538.509456.80 (published 2 April 2008) 



Eating for the Health of You and the Earth

• Research shows that animal products are a major contributor to 
environmental damage, such as fresh water scarcity, air and water 
pollution, climate change, deforestation, and erosion.  

• By transitioning to a plant-based diet, humans would use far fewer 
resources to meet the nutritional needs of the world’s population.  

• Eighty percent of agricultural land currently used for livestock could be 
used to grow crops for direct human consumption. 

• Plant-based diets are healthier choices for optimal health and nutrition

Diouf J. Agriculture to 2050 – The Challenges Ahead. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. 2009.  
Available at: http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/36193/icode/. Accessed March 21, 2013. 
Steinfeld H, Gerber P, Wassenaar T, et al. Livestock’s Long Shadow.  
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Rome; 2006:xxi. 
Goodland R, Anhang J. Livestock and Climate Change. World Watch Magazine. Washington, DC; 2009;10-19. 
Hertwich E, van der Voet E, Suh S, et al. Assessing the Environmental Impacts of Consumption and Production: 
Priority Products and Materials. United Nations Environmental Programme; 2010:82.



















This ‘wasted’ land uses 
over 250 trillion tonnes of 
water to grow the food that 
is already destined for 
landfill. This is equivalent to 
four times annual water-
usage of Europe





Zero Waste

With the use of 3D printing, Cooperative DOOR wants 
to realize one of their sustainability goals '100% usage 
of its produced products'," says Martijn Kesteloo, 
Business Development manager.







Journey to Implement  
Sustainable Eating  
& Waste Reduction  

In  Healthcare
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Programs on  
Sustainable 
Eating in 
Healthcare

2010

2012

2006

First to serve Meatless Monday 

program (Hong Kong)

First to implement Balanced Menu  
in Hong Kong based on HCWH.

Meat Replacement Program (Hong Kong)
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2006
Meat Replacement Program (Hong Kong)

5% meat reduction 

Savings of: 
 6,3000 kilo of meat per year 

30K CO2e Kg 
121,000 HKD 

Received high patient satisfaction



!31 2010 First to serve Meatless Monday 
program (Hong Kong)

15% meat reduction 

Savings of: 
 18,720 kilo of meat per year 

61K CO2e Kg 
75,200 HKD* 

Well-received by patients & staff

* use of organic vegetables
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2012
First to implement Balanced Menu  
in Hong Kong based on HCWH.

12% meat reduction 

Savings of: 
 11,200 kilo of meat per year 

37K CO2e Kg 
445,280 HKD



Roadblocks



Hungarian Pork Goulash

Assurance of Nutritional Adequacy 
(eg. for 3 meat exchange:  

17gm – 25gm protein per portion )

Steamed Mushrooms & Gluten



Old Menu New Menu Phase 1(trial)   Phase 2 (Full Balanced Menu)

              April 2010                 Dec  2011               June 2012

Improved Patient Satisfaction
Food Taste (2010-2012)
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2010

First bilingual cookbook with  

carbon footprints

2014

The Climate Connection  
(FCSI Magazine)  

APD Edition issue 1 
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Advocate 
on Plant 
Based 
Nutrition 2017

First Plant-based Workshop in Hong 

Kong

2018

2016 First Raw Food Workshop in Taiwan

First Plant-based hospital menu 
implementation in Shanghai, China
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2016 First Raw Food Workshop in Taiwan



!39 2017
First Plant-based Workshop in Hong 

Kong
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2018
First Plant-based hospital menu 
implementation in Shanghai, China



Plant Based Menu at JHIH for Patients
• Use of Non GMO ingredients 

• One vegan choice per meal per category

• Use of organic produce and whole  
grains where possible


• Use of plant milks to replace dairy

• Use of legumes as source of protein

• Use of plant fats to replace animal ones

• Home baking



Working with 
baker to 

adjust recipes



Working with 
chef to adjust 

recipes



Western Cream Soups



Cream of Broccoli  
soup 





Western Breakfast



Western Lunch/Dinner



Chinese Breakfast 





Chinese Steamed Soups



Chinese Lunch/Dinner



Critical Success Factors
• Support of hospital admin and 

clinical sta  (involve in taste test)


• Create a memorable culinary 
experience as part of patient’s 
recovery program


• Hire competent sta  and train 
them on sustainable cuisine


• Understanding food substitutions 
and food pairing


• Watch out for allergens



Other key points to consider when designing a plant 
based whole foods low carbon menu for our clients? 

• Client’s Knowledge on plant based 
diet


• Local food procurement regulations


• Dietitians input( healthcare scenario)


• Use of resources such as EAT Lancet, 
HCWH and Cool Food Pledge


• Take small steps - maybe start with 
Meatless Monday program 



Reduction in Food Waste



Least preferred

Most preferred

Food Recovery Hierarchy



Food Waste Reduction 
Strategies 

at PYNEH , 1800 acute  
beds, Cook Chill 
Production site 

Hong Kong

Computer system in place for recipe 
standardisation and ingredient control


Purchase pre-cut  pre-washed 
vegetables and pre cut pre marinated 
meats, hence 100% usage 


Change production and delivery 
system to reduce  tray line waste


Check dish room waste ( return from 
wards) and analyse data to determine 
way forward



Tray line waste reduction from 
15% to 2.5% after conversion to 
cook chill  

Source reduction :  



Noticed rice returns, discussed and confirmed 
with dietitian to reduce portion size of regular 

diets from 250g per serving to 200g, savings of 
79.2 kg per day= 28,908 kg of rice per year

Daily Cooked Rice Usage 
(KG) 

440

463

485

508

530

BEFORE AFTER

Rice Usage

- 15.2%

521.4 Kg

442.2 Kg

Source reduction :  



Reduction in Untouched Tray Waste (Kg)

0

4

8

12

16

E8 F10 E10

Jun-11 Jul-11
Aug-11

- 80.5%Communications with 
nursing re timely diet 
changes to reduce wasted 
trays, able to achieve 80% 
reduction of tray waste on 
surgical wards


Source reduction :  



Feed hungry people : Donated tray line leftover chilled foods to Food Angel




Food Waste: 
Composting – create a nutrient rich soil amendment                                                                  





Zero 
Waste.





VANCOUVER



PLASTICS
PROBLEM



DESIGN
PROBLEM



BETTER





100% RECYCLABLE
30% WASTE PLASTIC

100% RENEWABLE ENERGY



OUR LOST
CONNECTION















NYC





Zero 
Waste
Bistro







70 000 kg – that’s how 
much waste the 

average restaurant 
produces in a year



 “Refuse, reduce, 
reuse, and on last 
instances, recycle 

and rot”



Zero 
Emission
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For pitching purposes only, concepts presented by MOST COLLECTIVEFor pitching purposes only, concepts presented by MOST COLLECTIVE



A story worth 
telling.

Fairtransport. Across the seas by wind.

For pitching purposes only, concepts presented by MOST COLLECTIVE



The future.



Discussion & Sharing 



Summary & Conclusion



 GLOBAL INCREASE IN 
MEAT CONSUMPTION

INCREASING 
GHG EMISSIONS

GLOBAL     CLIMATE 
CHANGE



2018.10.18









Recent Typhoon Mangkhut  returned plastic waste  from ocean  back to Hong Kong !



We have entered the age of high tech and robotics, while we venture into the future...



we need to keep sustainability in 
mind to help cool down our over-
heated planet !



“Everyone thinks of changing the world, 
But no one thinks about changing himself.”

                                                                                             Leo Tolstoy



“We must BECOME the change 
we want to see…” 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi  (1869-1948)
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My personal commitment to protect the health of our planet:
The tree-planting vegan dietitian



Sustainable Foodservice Pledge
I, ________________ ______ pledge that I will  : 

Go meatless  

(indicate frequency : 1 meal per week, 1 day per week etc.)________________

Advise my clients on plant based menus 

As much as possible not to buy foods with plastic packaging 

Advise my clients on  reduction in plastic disposables

Advise my clients on how to reduce food wastage 

Spread the word on sustainability in Foodservice 

Donate/participate in tree planting programs

Calculate and monitor my own carbon footprints 


Signature:___________________.                 Date : Oct 20th 2018



Thank You!!




